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Abstract - Order batch policy determines the way orders are combined into batches so that the travel distance of orders 
fulfilled can be reduced. Since the order batching problem (OBP) is NP-hard in the strong sense, meta-heuristic approaches 
have been proposed and genetic algorithm (GA) is the most commonly applied method for picker-to-part warehousing 
systems. However, for the grouping problem, group genetic algorithm (GGA) is more suitable than the classic GA since the 
encodings of GA used are not adapted to the cost function to be optimized. This paper develops a meta-heuristic method 
based on GGA for OBP and defines an indicator by incorporating the similarity of the picking positions of orders into 
routing characteristics for each of the three routing policies of return, traversal and largest gap. The results of the numerical 
experiment indicate that the throughput of the proposed heuristic method is statistically better than the existing ones for a 
picker-to-part warehousing system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Order picking, the activity of retrieving items from 
storage locations to satisfy customer orders, is a 
major costly constituent of warehouse operations and 
has an important influence on supply chain's 
productivity [14]Order batching problem (OBP), a 
key factor for the success of an order picking 
operations, determines how orders are combined into 
batches to be processed in a picking trip to reduce the 
travel distance of orders to be fulfilled. Because 
obtaining precise solutions to the large-scale OBP by 
exerting reasonable computational efforts is 
impractical [3], researchers have developed heuristic 
methods to find near-optimal solutions and those used 
to cluster orders can be divided into three groups [1] 
of straight methods, seed and saving algorithms. 
Hwang and Chang [10] investigated order batch 
processing in which either a part of, or an entire 
single order or specific pair of orders may be grouped 
into a batch with a fixed capacity. Hwang and Kim 
[11] presented an order batching algorithm based on 
cluster analysis and conducted a validity study by 
comparing it with an existing algorithm in terms of 
the total travel time and number of batches grouped. 
Henn [4] considered an on-line order batching 
problem in which the maximum completion time of 
the customer orders arriving within a certain time 
period has to be minimized. Won and Olafsson[15] 
addressed the typical warehousing problem of 
batching and order picking to improve the efficiency 
measured by the picking time and the effective use of 
vehicles. 
Henn and Schmid [5] discussed how meta-heuristics 
can be used to minimize the total tardiness for a given 
set of customer orders. Hsu et al. [9] developed a 
genetic-based algorithm for managing OBP with 
various types of batch structures and warehouse 
layouts to minimize the total travel distance. Henn 

and Wäscher[6] presented two approaches based on 
the Tabu Search for deriving a solution to the order 
batching problem in a manual order picking system. 
Genetic algorithm (GA) [7] is one of the most widely 
used optimization methods in various researches. Hsu 
et al. [9] developed a genetic algorithm for any kind 
of batch structure and warehouse layout. Tsai et al. 
[13] presented a multiple-GA method to solve a batch 
picking model that considers not only travel cost but 
also the earliness and tardiness of orders. Pan et al. 
[12] developed order batching method based on 
group genetic algorithm for a pick-and-pass 
warehousing system.  
The purpose of this paper is to develop a heuristic 
method to minimize the travel distance for OBP in a 
picker-to-part system. A crossover operator, namely 
eugenic mating, and a re-grouped mechanism are 
proposed based on group genetic algorithm (GGA) 
which has been successfully applied for the grouping 
problem [2]. A coefficient is presented to evaluate the 
similarity of orders in a chromosome for the traversal 
policy. The chromosomes with higher similarity will 
be selected to perform the crossover operator and re-
grouped mechanism. The proposed algorithm has the 
advantages of both GGA and traditional order 
batching methods and therefore can be more effective 
to obtain a better solution.  
 
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PICKING 
OPERATIONS 
 
Consider a warehouse limited to a two-dimensional 
storage allocation. The warehouse has I aisles where 
each aisle has two sides. All these I aisles are 
assumed to have an equal number of s racks in which 
only one item type can be stored in a rack and the 
number of racks is assumed to be exactly the same as 
the number of item types. There are two cross aisles 
in the warehouse, one at the front and the other at the 
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back. The I/O point is located in the middle of the 
front aisle such that the warehouse is divided into two 
parts, the right side and the left side, of the I/O point. 
Three routing policies are implemented in this study 
are traversal policy, return policy and largest gap 
policy. 
 
III. THE PROPOSED GGA-BASED METHOD 
 
The GGA proposed by Falkenauer[2] is designed for 
the special structure of grouping problems because 
the classic GA of Hollad[7] reduces the ability of 
those crossovers to reliably estimate the quality of the 
schemata [2]. Although the classic GA can compute 
indirectly the contents of the batches through the 
encoding distribution of the orders, it is relatively 
ineffective in addressing the performance of the 
algorithms. Since GGA applies groups of orders for 
genes, the value of a batch is given straightly by the 
set of orders that are members of the batch it 
represents. To solve the OBP for a picker-to-part 
system using GGA, operators of the GGA for the 
OBP are defined as follows. 
 
3.1 Encoding the OBP in a picker-To-part system 
The classic GA uses the straightforward encoding 
with a string of integers for the OBP. Hsu et al. [9] 
encoded the OBP using GA. This encoding is 
classified as one-to-many [2], i.e., one solution of the 
group problem is encoded into several genes in a 
chromosome. However, with the number of batches, 
the degree of redundancy of this encoding grows 
exponentially such that the scope of the searching 
space of the classic GA is much larger than the 
original scope of solutions [2]. Thus, this paper 
adopts the encoding of the GGA by using each gene 
in a chromosome to represents a set of orders where a 
chromosome is named in alphabet order (A, B, etc.). 
An order group method is proposed to generate a 
chromosome and encode it as follows: 
Step 1: Set L = 1. 
Step 2: Select randomly a seed order from the order 
pool.  
Step 3: Determine candidate orders by finding 
orders whose demands are less than or equal to the 
remaining capacity of the vehicle. 
Step 4: If there is no candidate order in the order 
pool, randomly select a new gene as the seed order 
and go to Step 5. Else, add a candidate randomly 
from the order pool to the seed order and go to Step 
3. 
Step 5: Set L = L + 1. If order pool is empty, go to 
next step. Else, go to Step 2. 
Step 6: Stop the procedure and label all genes of the 
new chromosome. 
 
3.2. Fitness Function 
In a picker-to-part system, the objective of OBP is to 
find the minimum travel distance required and thus 
can be incorporated in the fitness function of the 

problem. Hsu et al. [9] defined a fitness function for 
OBP in a manual warehouse as 
fi = max{Total distance i i Population}  Total 
distance i (1) 
 
3.3 Selection 
Selection is a GA operator that selects stochastically 
chromosomes from current generation to be copied 
into next generation. There are many types of 
selection methods used in GA, and this study chooses 
the roulette selection method [2] which is one of the 
most frequently used.  
 
3.4 Crossover 
For GGA, the crossover has to manipulate groups of 
orders rather than individual orders which is different 
from the classic GA. The crossover procedure can be 
stated as follows:  
Step 1: Randomly select several genes form the first 
parent. 
Step 2: Use the selection method to select crossing 
genes of chromosomes in each of the two parents. 
Step 3: Determine randomly the crossing site at the 
second parent. 
Step 4: Inject genes selected from the second parent 
at the crossing site of the first parent. 
Step 5: Eliminate all objects now occurring twice 
from the group they were members of in the first 
parent.  
Step 6: Apply the proposed order group method for 
all the ungrouped orders. 
Step 7: Reinsert new batches into the new 
chromosome. 
Step 8: Relabel all genes of the new chromosome. 
Step 9: Apply Step 1 to Step 9 to the two parents 
with their roles reversed.    
 
3.5 Mutation  
The mutation operator of GGA has the two policies 
of either creating a new gene or eliminating an 
existing one from the chromosomes. This paper 
adopts the strategy of creating a new gene for the 
mutation operator and the procedure can be defines as 
follows: 
Step 1: Use the order group procedure to generate a 
new gene. 
Step 2: Randomly select a genes from the 
chromosome and replace it with the new gene. 
Step 3: Eliminate genes with doubles. 
Step 4: Use the order group procedure for all the 
ungrouped orders. 
Step 5: Reinsert new batches into the new 
chromosomes. 
Step 6: Relabel all genes of the new chromosomes.    
 
3.6 Eugenic mating 
In order to select high quality genes for crossover, 
indicator needs to be defined so that the genes with 
the higher value of the indicator can be preserved. As 
the degree of similarityof the orders in a batch 
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increases, the order bathing algorithm can be more 
effective in terms of picking distance. Thus, the 
degree of similarity, or similarity coefficient, can be 
used as a selection criterion for crossing genes and is 
called Eugenic mating. Three measures of similarity 
are developed for each of the traversal, return and 
largest gap routing policies. 
 
3.7 A Re-group Mechanism with Similarity based 
on Routing Policies 
In GGA, all the remaining orders that clustered into 
new batches after the crossover and mutation 
operators are performed may lead to a large number 
of batches. However, fewer number of batches not 
only incur less shifting cost of batch, but also reduce 
the travel distance [9]. In addition, the problem 
complexity of the genetic algorithms strongly 
depends on the number of batches [8]. Thus, this 
paper presents a re-group mechanism to cluster all 
remaining orders into a minimum number of batches. 
As the seed algorithms, one of the existing genes 
(batches) is selected as the seed order and then the 
similarity coefficient of the seed order with each 
remaining order is calculated. These remaining orders 
are added sequentially to the seed order based on the 
similarities from high low to until the vehicle is full. 
The procedure of the re-group mechanism is stated as 
follows: 
Step 1: Set b = 1. 
Step 2: Use Equation (5) to calculate the similarity 
Sr(b), for r = 1, 2, …, R. 
Step 3: Sort the similarity in decreasing order and 
set k = 1. 
Step 4: If c(k, b) C, then cluster the order with k-th 
highest similarity into batch g and R = R – 1. Else, go 
to Step 6. 
Step 5: If c(b) = C,thenb = b + 1 and go to Step 7. 
Else, go to Step 6. 
Step 6: k = k +1. If k R, then go to step 4. Else, go 
to Step 7. 
Step 7: If b G, then go to Step 2. Else, go to step 8. 
Step 8: Apply the order group procedure for all 
ungrouped orders. 
The overall procedure of the proposed order batching 
heuristic based on GGA for the picker-to-part system 
can be described as follows: 
Step 1: Set population size (M), no. of generations 
(P), crossover rate (Rc) and mutation rate (Rm), s =1 
and t = 0. 
Step 2: Use the group orders procedure to generate a 
chromosome m in generation t. 
Step 3: If m = M, go to Step 4. Else, set m = m +1 
and go to Step 2.  
Step 4: Compute the fi in generation t using 
Equation (1),i=1, 2, …,M. 
Step 5: Select M chromosome from generationt 
using Equation (5) into the next generation (t+1). 
Step 6: Select randomly M Rc chromosomes from 
generation(t+1) to be M Rc/2 pairs of parents. 

Step 7: Generate M Rc offspring by the crossover 
procedure from those parents. 
Step 8: Replace the parents with the offspring. 
Step 9: Select randomly M Rmchromosome from 
generation(t+1) and use the mutation procedure. 
Step 10: If t = P then stop. Else, t = t +1 and go to 
Step 4. 
 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 
Nine scenarios for the picker-to-part system under 
investigation are proposed to test the performance of 
the order batching polices, and the data of GA and 
GGA are: population size = 20, number of 
generations = 50, crossover rate = 0.6, and mutation 
rate = 0.05. Classic GA [9], pure GGA and GGA with 
Eugenic mating and Re-group mechanism (GGAER) 
are performed in the experiment and compared for the 
travel distance and the number of batches formed. All 
algorithms are coded in Visual Basic Application in 
Excel 2010 and run on a desktop PC with a 3.0 GHz 
Pentium processor. Classic GA, Pure GGA and 
GGAER were run 10 times with 30 orders for each 
scenario. The demand for the items is based on an 
80/20 distribution; that is, 20% of the items accounts 
for 80% of the picking activities. 
 
The results show that GGAER yields the shortest 
travel distance among three polices except for 
scenario 3 under traversal policy. The average travel 
distances generated by GGAER are shorter than those 
of other polices in most of the scenarios. Compared to 
the other two batching methods, GGAER not only 
produces the routes with the shortest travel distance 
but also incur the minimum number of batches for 
each scenario which agrees with the conclusion of 
Hsu et al. [9] on the need for reducing number of 
batches. For return policy, GGAER has the best 
solutions in terms of travel distance in majority of the 
cases and the second best solutions in scenarios 1, 7 
and 9. The number of batches generated by GGAER 
is still smaller than that of other methods for all 
scenarios. GGAER also produces best results under 
largest gap policy except for scenarios 5 and 7. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Order batch policy determines the way orders are 
combined into batches. The purpose of order batching 
is to reduce the travel distance of orders fulfilled. 
Since order batching problem is recognized to be NP-
hard in the strong sense, meta-heuristic approaches 
have been proposed. Among them, GA is the most 
commonly applied approach to solve the OBP for 
picker-to-part warehousing systems. However, for the 
grouping problem, GGA is more suitable than the 
classic GA since the encodings of GA used are not 
adapted to the cost function to be optimized[2]. Thus, 
this paper develops a meta-heuristic method based on 
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GGA for OBP in a picker-to-part warehousing system 
to minimizetravel distance. While most of the meta-
heuristics did not consider the routing policies and are 
called blind approaches, this study defines a indicator 
by incorporating the similarity of the picking 
positions of orders into routing characteristics for 
each of the three routing policies of return, traversal 
and largest gap. The similarity indictor is used to 
develop a new crossover operator, called Eugenic 
mating, and a re-group mechanism to reduce the 
number of batches generated. The results of the 
numerical experiment indicate that the throughput of 
the proposed heuristic method is statistically better 
than the existing ones for a picker-to-part system. 
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